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SimCity BuildIt. In this game, you’re the mayor of the city and it’s your task
to build the ultimate city of your dreams. Then, you’ll also be in charge of
maintaining it and fix all the problems that may arise.

As the mayor, you need to be able to solve problems such as fire, pollution
and lack of necessities. It’s your job also to take care of your city to attract
as many people as possible to live in your city. In SimCity BuildIt, you get to
experience what it’s like building a city from scratch. It’s as detailed as
possible allowing you to experience what it’s like to build a city. In here,
you’ll learn that many things go into building and maintaining a city. And
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you’ll appreciate your city in real life even more. So, are you man enough to
build your own city

SimCity BuildIt, you are in charge of building everything such as skycrapers,
factories, landmarks, parks, and more! You need to think about where to
place everything strategically so it all fits together. You also need to provide
services like power plants and police department to keep your citizens safe.
Also, to increase your population, you need to build parks and education
centers. However, you need to constantly monitor the facilities especially
factories so you can continually receive raw materials. You need to regularly
check your plants to add more materials and collect the productions.

City Wars – In SimCity BuildIt, you can compete in real-time PvP with Club
Wars. In here, you’ll declare war with other cities and you’ll strategize with
Mayor’s Club members. In this city war, you can unleash crazy disasters on
your enemies such as the Plant Monster and the Disco Twister and watch the
damage it will do. You can earn disaster cards, SimCash and other valuable
things so you can use it in battle and improve your city. You can also
participate in the Contest of Mayors and compete in weekly challenges and
climb through the ranks in the Leagues. Become a top Mayor and make your
city the best using your creativity and good governance!

As we all know; taxes are the lifeblood of the government. This is your
primary source of income at the start of the game as you try to build and
improve your city more. Then as your city becomes larger, you can sell
goods from other players worldwide and you can also buy anything you need
from them as well. And as you increase your city’s population, you’ll be able
to make shipments from other countries such as London, Tokyo and more.
Overall, you’ll need to reinvest your money into upgrading your city’s
facilities and buildings to attract more people into living in your city.SimCity
BuildIt may seem like a fun and easy game at first but you’ll quickly realize
that it’s not. This game needs you to become a mayor that oversees
everything from building infrastructures to maintaining order. Here are the
tips you’ll need:
Build the basics – At the start of the game, you’ll only have a limited
supply of money and resources. Make every money count by building only
things that you’ll immediately need. This can include sewers, water, fire and



health. Don’t go overboard building high skyscrapers that you can’t support
with parks or other areas at the moment.
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